You’ve just set sail on your nursing voyage. Don’t get lost—or stressed—as you search for the perfect destination.

Get insider information to help you succeed on your journey with Stressed Out About Your Nursing Career. This book will help you choose the nursing career path that’s right for you and show you how to handle the unexpected bumps and detours along the way. You’ll learn how to:

- Find the facility that’s right for you
- Shine in the specialty of your choice
- Take on new roles within your organization
- Maximize your potential through higher education
- Leave a lasting mark on the profession

Helpful icons provide guidance and highlight key concepts:

- **WATCH OUT:** Wise warning
- **TIP:** A bit of "inside information," a hint, or helpful advice
- **DON’T PANIC:** Take a deep breath and relax. Here is a little reassurance.
- **CLICK:** This icon refers you to a helpful Web site, where you may find more information on the topic.

Take a look at the other titles in the Stressed Out series:
- Stressed Out About Your First Year of Nursing
- Stressed Out About Nursing School, Second Edition
- Stressed Out About Drug Math, Second Edition
- Stressed Out About Drug Interactions
- Stressed Out About Pharmacology
- Stressed Out About Communication Skills
- Stressed Out About Difficult Patients
- Stressed Out About the NCLEX-RN®

For more information, visit us on the Web at [www.stressedoutnurses.com](http://www.stressedoutnurses.com)
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What if there was a book that explained complex nursing topics in an easy-to-understand manner and in an accessible format? That’s the premise behind the *Stressed Out* series: solid references with a bit of a sense of humor and the understanding that a lighthearted approach to learning makes the whole thing more enjoyable.

To help you navigate through the book, you will find the following icons highlighting a particular passage:

- **Don’t Forget**: A little reminder about something of importance.
- **Don’t Panic**: Take a deep breath and relax. Get ready for a little reassurance.
- **Tip**: A bit of inside information, a hint, or helpful advice.
- **Watch Out**: Word to the wise; this is a warning.
- **Click**: This icon refers you to a helpful Web site, where you may find further information on the topic.
- **Exercise**: This activity will help you on your journey toward nursing success.
- **Fact**: Highlights a description or truth.

**Happy Nursing! Now you’re ready to get started.**
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Introduction

So, you’ve graduated. Now what?

Graduation day has come and gone. Looking back, you remember the times you asked yourself, “Will it really be worth it?” Now here you are about to embark on an adventure that you will one day remember (fondly, of course) as “the good old days.”

But first you need to get a job.

Not just any job, but the job. One that will make you feel as though it was custom-designed for you. One that you look forward to going to every day—no stress, just the joy of doing something you love to do at a place you love to do it.

Where will you start? Everyone seems to have an opinion of what you should do and where you should work. You’ll get 400,000–500,000 hits if you type “nursing jobs in the United States” into any search engine. Pick up any newspaper and the healthcare jobs section of the classifieds will have numerous listings in all areas of nursing. Even the nightly news on television runs stories declaring to the public that there is a critical shortage of nurses around the world. How many specialties are open to you? As many as the number of family, friends, and peers who have been giving advice to you regarding what type of nurse you should be. Choose whatever area or specialty you feel is right for you, and then go for it!

You can make your own adventure. Together, let’s dive into the journey.
Before you set sail on the voyage to your nursing future, you need to decide where you want to go. The first step is to take a good look at yourself and figure out how to present that person to the world. This section—filled with philosophies, resumes, and self-assessments—will get you started on the path to a successful career.
If you are reading this book, chances are good that you are at a crossroads in your nursing career and you want to carefully select your route. Whether you are new to nursing and are trying to navigate the waters to find a port of call that fits your needs and desires, or you are a seasoned professional looking to charter a new cruise to a new port of call, one thing can help guide your decision about where to head next: your personal philosophy of nursing. Like a compass, it can steer you in the right direction.

What?! You don’t have one? You didn’t think you needed a philosophy of nursing for practice, and that it was just part of a mandatory course you had to take in your school’s nursing curriculum? Well, don’t panic.

**Don’t Panic:** It’s never too late to find your map. Let’s take a glance at what a personal philosophy of nursing might look like.

The first and perhaps most important thing you need to do as you embark on this adventure called your “career” is to ask yourself a couple of questions:

- What is nursing?
- What do you believe a nurse does?

**Exercise:** Go ahead and write down answers to these questions. Use them as a guide as we go through this chapter.

To help you start, let’s try to answer the question, “What is nursing?”

Nursing is both an art and a science. If you look at the early days of modern nursing, you will see little science. Nurses cared for the sick and injured with their hands and hearts, with few supplies, and with even less formal training. This is where the art of nursing began. Even today, as we immerse ourselves in the high technology of healthcare, a simple touch or warm words of encouragement can do more than the best medicine.

Move forward a few hundred years and we find nurses who are highly educated and trained with skills that surpass those of some physicians (don’t tell the physicians that, though!). We can blend our talents and skills such that it is difficult to see where the art of nursing ends and the science of nursing begins. Much like the horizon at sea, where does the sky end and the sea begin? Together, they are an awe-inspiring sight—as is nursing.

**The direction for you . . .**

Every nurse prefers and excels in some areas more than others, but most of us enter nursing because we want to care for others. Just like there are different cruise adventures for seniors, families, and singles (three-day, seven-day, and 14-day cruises), nursing careers also offer many itineraries from which to choose (see Chapter 6 for more on this).

Each course has a different perspective or way of defining the word *caring.* Caring for the acutely ill or injured, caring for chronically ill or aged clients, teaching, conducting research, and even writing *Stressed Out* books each carries with it a different type or focus of nursing, but they are all about caring. A director of nursing might say, “I used to care for patients, and now I care for nurses.” It’s just that the action of caring takes a different flavor or focus in each venue.
Part of the caring in nursing must be to care for yourself, as well. We will look at this in depth in Chapter 27, but for now let’s just say you must be happy doing whatever type of nursing you are doing. If you are not happy or do not enjoy doing what you do every time you go to work, you must ask yourself why. Then try to answer that question. If you have your personal philosophy of nursing handy, rereading it and reexploring why you became a nurse can help you charter a course for yourself where the skies are blue and the waters are calm.

**Tip:** Regardless of your area of practice, a personal philosophy of nursing will guide you through your career like a compass.

### The path to your philosophy

To start, ask yourself what you are comfortable doing. What fits in with your personal beliefs and moral values? Do not put off making these decisions until you “get a little experience.” You may find yourself in an uncomfortable situation that might be difficult to navigate.

For example, let’s say you are not sure how you feel about abortion. Then one day you find yourself being assigned to care for a woman who has aborted a pregnancy and now needs care for complications. Will you be able to care for her with the same compassion and skill as you would a middle-aged mother who has just miscarried for the fourth time? Consider the diverse communities we all live in. How will you respond to the internal conflict issues that this diversity can bring to a healthcare environment? Hesitation or negative feelings can compromise care and place patients at risk. Even further, these moral and ethical dilemmas will place stress on you to the point where you might decide to leave nursing altogether. And that definitely is not what the nursing profession needs.
A personal philosophy of nursing might read as follows:

As a nurse, it is my responsibility to care for the physical and emotional needs of my patients, and to advocate for their needs and wishes while educating them and their families so that they can achieve their optimal level of health, comfort, and safety.

Establishing a personal philosophy of nursing practice, and carrying it with you wherever your nursing career takes you, will be like having your passport and boarding pass ready at check-in when you finally set sail on your cruise to success.

**Tip:** Philosophies can change and grow over time—just like your passport picture. Don’t forget to pull it out every now and then and look at it. Be sure that it reflects any changes that have occurred over time as you have grown.

**Exercise:** Have you crafted your own nursing philosophy yet? If not, now is as good a time as any. Jot down some ideas about your passions and beliefs, and what you think it means to be a nurse. Put it all together. Rearrange it. Perfect it. How does it look?